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ABSTRACT 

The report presents the results of experiments carried out on hexagonal UO2 lattices 
containing gadolinium absorber rods and their use in validation of computer codes. The 
measurements provide possibility to check the prediction of criticality, the modelling of 
power distribution and some spectral parameters for these strongly perturbed lattices. In the 
inter-comparison the MULTICELL lattice calculation and COREMICRO finite difference 
(FD) diffusion code (both are models of the KARATE-440 program system) have been used. 
Recently these codes have been upgraded by group constant libraries based on ENDF/B-VI 
nuclear data. The results obtained are in good agreement with the experiments. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For a long time fuel assemblies with flat enrichment distribution (not higher than 3.6 wt 
%) were used in the VVER-440 cores. As a result of the new, competitive situation in the 
VVER fuel market different types of new fuels have been planned to be introduced. The 
radially profiled, higher enriched Russian fuel assemblies (average 3.82 wt %) are used 
nowadays, while Russian and BNFL design assemblies with higher enrichment and 
gadolinium(Gd) absorber are also available. 

Consequently, the need for knowledge on burnable absorbers grows and adequate tools 
for calculating local effects in hexagonal geometries are needed. In the KARATE-440 code 
system developed at KFKI AEKI for steady state coupled reactorphysical and 
thermohydraulic calculations of VVER-440, the MULTICELL lattice calculation code and 
the COREMICRO 2D FD diffusion code are used for this purpose [1]. Recently, they have 
been upgraded by group constant libraries based on ENDF/B-VI nuclear data (release 6). The 
codes were validated against benchmarks and critical experiments on regular lattices [2].  

The goal of our investigations is the comparison of measured and calculated parameters 
of perturbed hexagonal lattices. These cores contain regular lattices in which every nth fuel 
rod is substituted by a pointwise lattice perturbation (e.g. gadolinium absorber rod). 

Some brief information on the experimental conditions will be given to help the 
understanding of the measured data. The comparison of the experimental and calculated 
results will be divided into two groups. The first group belongs to the comparison of 
criticality parameters and the second group is related to the comparison of 2D distributions. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The experiments were prepared at the ZR-6 facility in Budapest. The critical assembly 
was constructed for investigating VVER type fuel lattice arrangements [3]. The main features 
of the investigated 335 different core configurations are given in Table 1.  

Table 1: Main parameters of the ZR-6 lattices 

Fuel pins UO2 
Fuel enrichment (235U) 1.6%, 3.6%, 4.4% 
Lattice pitch 11.0 mm, 12.7 mm, 15.0 mm, 19.05 mm 
Boric acid [g/kg] Between  0.0 and 7.2 
Temperature [oC] Ranging from 20 to 130 
Absorber rods ZrB2, B4C, Eu2O3, Gd2O3 (in various concentrations) 
Configurations Regular lattices, point perturbed lattices and assembly imitators  

 
Although absorber rods were occasionally introduced for the purposes of the lattice 

study, the ZR-6 critical core did not contain any control rod because the criticality was 
reached by adjusting the moderator level. This method has allowed to perform experiments in 
ZR-6 cores in such a way that unwanted perturbations were limited during measurements. 

The point perturbed lattices containing Gd absorber rods with various enrichments were 
chosen for validation. The fuel rods and absorber rods are specified in [4] in detail. These 
critical assemblies consist of macrocells X7, which means that every 7th fuel pin is replaced 
by an absorber rod of X type. X= I, J, K, L, M, N stand for absorber rods of 0, 0.2, 1, 2, 5 and 
7.5 wt% Gd content respectively. The gadolinium was mixed into an Al2O3 matrix. All the 
cores consist of 1488 fuel pins enriched 3.6 %, and 31 absorber pins. The nominal 
temperature of the core was 21 oC. 

 
2.1 Criticality measurements 

Criticality measurements were performed in all the configurations. The critical water 
level Hcr and the corresponding reactivity coefficient ∂ρ⁄∂H was determined by measuring a 
series of water levels and the corresponding doubling times for slightly supercritical states. 
Above the critical water level, some part of the pins was out of the moderator. The 
appropriate axial extrapolation length λz could be evaluated from ∂ρ/∂H of the core. 

 
2.2 Macroscopic distributions of energy release 

The macroscopic distribution of energy release was measured in all the configurations 
too. It was determined on the basis of the measurement of the gamma activity of the fuel rods 
in the energy interval 500-800 keV. Both axial and radial distributions were measured. The 
details of the experimental method are given in ref [3]. The investigated cores can be 
considered as a set of X7 type complete macrocells, where the gadolinium pins are 
surrounded by fuel rods. On the basis of the experience in measuring radial distributions in 
X7 type lattices, one can draw the conclusion that the measured radial distributions can be 
decomposed fairly well to a Bessel type macro-flux Jo(Brr) and the intra-macro-cell 
distribution. A macrocell can be seen in figure 1. The intra-macro-cell distributions 
characterize the efficiency of the absorber rods. In the first case (I7) there is no Gd in the 
absorber rod and the maximum of the intra macrocell distribution is near the centre of the 
macrocell. In all the other cases there is a minimum of the distribution near the centre of 
macrocell. 
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The experience in axial distribution measurements shows that the axial distributions can 
be described by a cosine function. The axial reflector savings λz seems to be independent of 
the type of the absorber rod in X7 lattices (see ref. [3] and [4]).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Positions within the macrocell X7 
 
On the basis of a larger amount of experimental data an assumption was made that no 

anisotropy was present in these measurements. The axial buckling was evaluated from the 
fitted axial reactor savings and the given critical water levels. 

In the above measurements the material bucklings obtained from direct measurements 
of axial and radial bucklings are given in Table 2. The material buckling of the investigated 
lattices decreases with increasing gadolinium content which is in best agreement with the 
presumptions. 

Table 2: Recommended buckling of the investigated X7-type configurations 

Lattice Gd2O3 w/o Measured Bz[m-2] Measured Br[m-2] Measured B2[m-2] 
I7 0.0 47.00±0.21 50.08±0.38 97.13±0.41 
J7 0.2 42.03±0.17 49.14±0.44 91.22±0.46 
K7 1.0 38.56±0.15 49.97±0.32 88.58±0.34 
L7 2.0 36.99±0.14 50.39±0.33 87.43±0.35 
M7 5.0 35.27±0.13 49.29±0.40 84.60±0.41 
N7 7.5 34.64±0.13 48.86±0.36 83.55±0.38 

 
2.3 Spectral measurements 

Spectral indices were measured on the basis of parallel irradiation techniques. This 
experimental method is described in [3] in detail. The spectral measurements were performed 
only in two lattices, in which the minimal and maximal content of gadolinium could be found 
(J7 and N7). The measurements were carried out in three positions in both cores, in the first 
and second neighbouring fuel rods of the absorber rod and in the position of maximal distance 
from the absorber rod (see figure 1). 

To characterize the neutron spectrum the spectral index SI(Np/Ce) is more powerful, as 
it has the important advantage that it is measured activating only internal elements (fuel), 
therefore in the case of these measurements no flux perturbation occurs. 
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3 CODES AND RESULTS OF THE VALIDATION 

The computation of the ZR-6 super cells is performed by the MULTICELL and the 
COREMICO codes, both are models in the KARATE program system ([1], [2]). 

A region containing a number of fuel cells and occasional heterogeneities can be 
calculated by solving the multi-group collision probability equations by the MULTICELL 
code. The multigroup calculations are performed in 35 epithermal and 35 thermal energy 
groups on the basis of the ENDF/B-VI (Release 6) nuclear data library. For the calculation of 
the shielded cross sections of 235U, 238U, 239Pu the equivalence theory is used. In the thermal 
group the Doppler broadening of 240Pu is calculated, the shielding effects are taken into 
account explicitly. To get multicell collision probabilities which pertain to the i-th region of 
the A-th cell type, the following assumptions are made: the distribution of the incoming 
neutrons on the boundary of the cells is isotropic and can be made smooth (i.e. the neutron 
exchange between the cells can be calculated from their contact ratios). For the calculation of 
the black collision probabilities of the individual cells the cylindrization can be used. The flux 
distribution is calculated using the CP equations of the MGCP program, where the Cadilhac 
model is used for describing thermalisation. The B-1 equations are solved optionally to take 
into account the leakage in asymptotic approximation. The code calculates the transmutation 
of the fuel and burnable absorber regions too. It can be used to generate few (2 or 4) group 
cross section libraries. For the assemblies with heterogeneous surroundings the non-
asymptotic behaviour is assured artificially by means of an extra layer outside the assembly. 
This way the parameter SI (Spectral Index) can be changed and its effect influences the group 
constants, too. 

The COREMICRO module has been elaborated to calculate the pin-wise power 
distribution over the whole horizontal cross section of the reactor core. The layer 
characteristics are calculated by solving the few-group fine-mesh diffusion equation in 
hexagonal geometry for the given area and its surroundings (reflector). The irregularity 
between the assemblies is also taken into account in the difference scheme. In case of 
simulation of experiments the measured axial savings are used to develop the axial buckling. 
The codes have been validated against Monte-Carlo calculations and against the ZR-6 
measurements available for homogeneous lattices [2].  

 
3.1 Criticality calculations 

The investigated cores can be considered as a set of X7 type complete macrocells, 
where the gadolinium pins are surrounded by fuel rods. On the basis of experimental results in 
such cores the power-distribution can be separated to the product of a radial Bessel function 
and an intra macrocell distribution. The measured axial and material bucklings allow of the 
validation of the calculation methods.  

 

Table 3: Criticality calculated by MULTICELL for X7 perturbed ZR-6 lattices 

Lattice Measured B2[m-2] St. Dev. [m-2] Calculated B2[m-2] Calculated keff 
I7 97.13 0.41 101.00 1.01198 
J7 91.22 0.46 95.37 1.01302 
K7 88.58 0.34 90.40 1.00574 
L7 87.43 0.35 88.85 1.00445 
M7 84.60 0.41 87.12 1.00796 
N7 83.55 0.38 86.34 1.00888 
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The macrocell was modelled by the MULTICELL code supposing periodical boundary 
conditions on its surface. In Table 3 the type of macrocell, the measured material buckling 
(see Table 2), the calculated buckling and the calculated keff with the measured buckling as 
input are presented. The keff calculated by MULTICELL overestimates the criticality 
nevertheless the accuracy does not depend on the content of gadolinium. From the Table 3 
one can see that the change in the material buckling is very limited above 2 wt% gadolinium 
content. 

The simulation of the experiments was performed by the COREMICRO code too, using 
the few group constant data and the measured axial bucklings. In the COREMICRO code the 
group constants are prescribed hexagon by hexagon.  

The usual finite difference few group diffusion equations are solved, but for the fuel 
cells in each outer iteration step the spectral index correction of the few-group constants is 
also applied. The SI dependent few-group constants for the fuel cells have been created in the 
course of cell calculations, while those of the gadolinium cells are taken from the super cell 
calculations. The few group constants of the reflector region are computed in a special super 
cell calculation, where the inner fuel region is surrounded by a water reflector region. In Table 
4 the calculated keff, its averages and their variances are also shown. The criticality 
calculations became slightly closer to the unity by the applied spectral index correction in 2 
groups, but there is no practical effect in four groups. 

Table 4: Criticality calculated by COREMICRO for X7 perturbed ZR-6 lattices 

Lattice Calculated 
2-G 

Calculated 2-G  
spectral corrected 

Calculated 
4-G 

Calculated 4-G  
spectral corrected 

I7 1.0081 1.0067 1.0049 1.0056 
J7 1.0060 1.0048 1.0034 1.0041 
K7 1.0025 1.0012 1.0003 1.0007 
L7 1.0032 1.0017 1.0011 1.0013 
M7 1.0042 1.0025 1.0022 1.0022 
N7 1.0044 1.0027 1.0023 1.0023 
Av 1.0047 1.0033 1.0024 1.0027 

Dev 0.0020 0.0021 0.0016 0.0018 
 

3.2 Spectral parameters 

The SI(Np/Ce) measurements were simulated by the MULTICELL code. Table 5 shows 
the measured and calculated values. The significantly higher values in the vicinity of the 
absorber indicate that the spectrum is harder close to the absorber. The gadolinium content of 
the absorber rod strongly perturbs the neutron spectra in the neighboring fuel pins.  

 

Table 5: Measured and calculated value of SI(Np/Ce) of the investigated configurations 

J7 macrocell N7 macrocell Position within 
macrocell Measured Calculated Measured Calculated 

2 3.452±0.058 3.483 3.668±0.055 3.687 
3 3.322±0.056 3.406 3.394±0.050 3.469 
8 3.355±0.057 3.406 3.371±0.051 3.425 
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2D power distributions 

The power distributions within the X7 macrocell (see figure 1) were simulated by the 
MULTICELL code. The measured and calculated distributions have been compared in figures 
2-7. The overall agreement between the distributions is good. 

 
Comparison of power distributions within macrocell  I7
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Comparison of power distributions within macrocell J7
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Figure 2: Measured Power distribution and its 
simulation by MULTICELL code in I7 macrocell 

Figure 3: Measured Power distribution and its 
simulation by MULTICELL code in J7 macrocell 

Comparison of power distributions within macrocell K7
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Comparison of power distributions within macrocell  L7
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Figure 4: Measured Power distribution and its 
simulation by MULTICELL code in K7 macrocell 

Figure 5: Measured Power distribution and its 
simulation by MULTICELL code in L7 macrocell 

Comparison of power distributions within macrocell M7
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Comparison of power distributions withinmacrocell  N7
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Figure 6: Measured Power distribution and its 
simulation by MULTICELL code in M7 macrocell 

Figure 7: Measured Power distribution and its 
simulation by MULTICELL code in N7 macrocell 
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The 2D distributions of energy release have been calculated by the COREMICRO code 
for the full core, on the basis of 4 different cross section libraries (2 or 4 group cross sections, 
with or without spectral correction). Comparison of calculated and measured fission rate 
distribution along a line from the core centre to the reflector for the ZR-6 configuration with 
the most efficient Gd absorber in every 7th lattice position can be seen in figure 8.  

The maximal differences between calculated and measured distributions for the six 
measurements are collected in Table 6. The average differences for the six measurements can 
be found in Table 7. Good agreement can be seen between measured pin-wise power 
distributions and their simulation by the COREMICRO code. The spectral correction used in 
the models of KARATE system give slightly better results. 
 

Comparison of calculated and measured fission rate for N7 type lattice
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Figure 8: Comparison of the measured intra macrocell fission rate distribution along a line 
from the centre to the reflector for the ZR6 configuration N7 and its simulation by 
COREMICRO code, using different options 
 

Table 6: Maximal deviation between calculation and measurement in percent of 
maximal measured value for power distribution calculated by COREMICRO for X7 lattices  

Lattice Calc. 2G Calc 2G & spectral corr. Calc. 4G Calc 4G & spectral corr. 
I7 -6.1 5.3 -8.5 2.5 
J7 -5.2 4.0 -8.1 -3.2 
K7 -4.7 6.0 -7.0 2.2 
L7 -6.4 3.0 -9.4 2.3 
M7 -6.0 4.4 -8.2 4.0 
N7 -6.3 5.1 -8.4 3.1 
 
The chosen line corresponds to the border of the 60 degree sector of the core.  
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Table 7: Average error in percent of maximal measured value for power distribution 
calculated by COREMICRO for X7 perturbed ZR-6 lattices 

Lattice Calc. 2G Calc 2G & spectral corr. Calc. 4G Calc 4G & spectral corr. 
I7 1.3 1.1 1.1 0.8 
J7 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.2 
K7 1.5 1.4 1.2 0.8 
L7 1.2 0.8 1.0 0.7 
M7 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.1 
N7 1.5 1.2 1.6 0.9 
 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The MULTICELL transport code and the COREMICRO fine mesh diffusion code were 
validated against ZR-6 experiments containing gadolinium perturbation. 

The keff values calculated by both codes using the measured buckling show that the 
accuracy of the codes does not tend to be worse with increasing Gd content. The measured 
SI(Np/Ce) spectral index, which is sensitive to spectral changes, was calculated by the 
MULTICELL code. In the cases, under investigation the calculated values were within the 
two standard deviation bounds of the measured ones. The pinwise power distribution in the 
different type of macrocells and in the full cores was simulated too. Both the MULTICELL 
and the COREMICRO code gave rather good agreement with the measurements however the 
applied spectral correction slightly increases the accuracy. 
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